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We can travel at an average of 5 miles per hour in our canoes. At that speed, we hope to cover about thirty miles everyday. Paddling 6 hours each day can get tiring, so to keep our canoes upright we all sing out our favorite rowing chant, “Keep a- rowin’ me boys!” Besides keeping our balance in the canoe, we’re going to need to find a balance between the time we spend “a-rowin’”, and the time we spend off the river filming and writing songs. We’ll see what happens!

The river sure is narrow at the start. Up here it should be called the Mississippi Creek! It’s so inspiring to think about how much this little stream has to look forward to. As it gathers water from tributaries from all around the country, it winds through cities like St. Paul, St. Louis, Memphis, New Orleans and then finally ends up in the Gulf of Mexico. What a life!

We woke with the sun this morning and followed Kenny Salwey, the Last River Rat, to see his shack on the backwaters of the Mississippi. Kenny lived here alone for 26 years as a fisherman, trapper and root/herb gatherer. Visiting his river home was a mystic experience, like walking into a storybook. Many of us live lives greatly removed from nature. Roads, hotels and computers separate us from trees, flowers and animals. Kenny believes that if we are disconnected from the earth, then we are missing something very important. We aren’t fighting the Mississippi. We aren’t using it. We aren’t separate from it. We are flowing with it.

In the middle of the Mississippi, on a small sandbar, we made our camp. We were just zipper ing up our tents for the night, and a powerful wind suddenly swept in. In the space of an instant, everything was chaos. It was as though nature had decided to throw a rock concert on our campsite and forgot to tell us about it. We couldn’t hear over the thunder and wind. We couldn’t see through the crowd of rain. We were blinded by lightning pyrotechnics. Our tents were pulled out of the ground and blown across the sandbar. It was apparent that we were going to have to leave, and quick! Don’t worry, we got to shore safely. No one was hurt, but nature had left us with a lesson to always be prepared!
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IT HAS BEGUN! WE'RE CAMPING UP AT LAKE ITASCA RIGHT NOW. OUR TENTS ARE SET UP, THE GEAR IS READY TO GO, AND THE CANOES ARE AWAITING TOMORROW’S FIRST PUSH-OFF THROUGH THE HEADWATERS OF THE GREAT MISSISSIPPI RIVER. WE WISH WE COULD BRING ALL OF YOU WITH US AS WE PADDLE, CAMP, SING AND GENERALLY GET INTO TROUBLE. (NOW THAT YOU HAVE THE CD AND DVD, YOU’RE MORE THAN WELCOME TO JOIN US. CAN YOU CANOE?)

THE RIVER SURE IS NARROW AT THE START. UP HERE IT SHOULD BE CALLED THE MISSISSIPPI CREEK! IT’S SO INSPIRING TO THINK ABOUT HOW MUCH THIS LITTLE STREAM HAS TO LOOK FORWARD TO. AS IT GATHERS WATER FROM TRIBUTARIES FROM ALL AROUND THE COUNTRY, IT WINDS THROUGH CITIES LIKE ST. PAUL, ST. LOUIS, MEMPHIS, NEW ORLEANS AND THEN FINALLY ENDS UP IN THE GULF OF MEXICO. WHAT A LIFE!

BUGS! THE OTHER DAY JOE SOMEHOW MANAGED TO GET COVERED IN WOOD TICKS. APPARENTLY IT’S ONE OF HIS MANY HIDDEN TALENTS. THERE MUST HAVE BEEN 25 OF ‘EM! LUCKILY, WE NOTICED SOON ENOUGH TO GET HIM CLEANED OFF BEFORE GETTING BACK ON THE RIVER. ALSO, DID WE MENTION THAT EACH ONE OF US HAS AT LEAST 22 MOSQUITO BITES RIGHT NOW? I GUESS THESE MINNESOTA SKEETERS ARE ATTRACTED TO US!

WE WOKE WITH THE SUN THIS MORNING AND FOLLOWED KENNY SALWEY, THE LAST RIVER RAT, TO SEE HIS SHACK ON THE BACKWATERS OF THE MISSISSIPPI. KENNY LIVED HERE ALONE FOR 26 YEARS AS A FISHERMAN, TRAPER AND ROOT/HERB GATHERER. VISITING HIS RIVER HOME WAS A MYSTIC EXPERIENCE, LIKE WALKING INTO A STORYBOOK. MANY OF US LIVE LIVES GREATLY REMOVED FROM NATURE. ROADS, HOTELS AND COMPUTERS SEPARATE US FROM TREES, FLOWERS AND ANIMALS. KENNY BELIEVES THAT IF WE ARE DISCONNECTED FROM THE EARTH, THEN WE ARE MISSING SOMETHING VERY IMPORTANT. WE AREN’T FIGHTING THE MISSISSIPPI. WE AREN’T USING IT. WE AREN’T SEPARATE FROM IT. WE ARE FLOWING WITH IT.
When someone thinks of the Mississippi River, I know exactly what comes to mind...trains. No? Well they ought'a. You’d be surprised to know how many trains we see and hear chugging along the river. We entertain ourselves by racing the trains as we paddle downstream, but somehow they always win. When we’re sleeping, train whistles make for great alarm clocks...every 20 minutes.

We met a family last night at our campsite and they started telling us tall tales about the river. Our favorite one was about a thousand pound catfish that is so big that it can swallow a school bus whole. Merl minnows will not satisfy the hunger of this great swimming beast. It lives off the tons of corn spilled by passing river barges and legend has it that he’s over 100 years old! Catch that and I guarantee you’ll loose those fishin’ blues.

We’ve met a lot of cool people so far on our trip. In fact, there is a man from Scotland at our camp right now. He’s canoeing down the entire Mississippi...alone! We gotta go talk to him and find out how much he loves adventure. From here, it looks like he’s doing some sort of jig.

Today we stumbled across what locals call “Pelican Island”, a strange place inhabited by birds—thousands, and thousands of birds. The trees on the island look like the Truffula Trees from Dr. Seuss books. From the water we saw them—blue herons, egrets, ducks, and pelicans. Good thing we brought our poetry hats along, for it was just at that moment we realized...

What a Wonderful Bird Is A Pelican
For its beak can hold more than its belly can
And it can fly much further than a fella can.
Today we landed on an island to make camp. It was hot and we needed a place to swim. After a little exploration, we found a rope swing that hung over a swimming hole. We would swing out over the river, let go of the rope, and splash into the cool water. We must have played in it for hours. After that, we got to spend most of the day writing music. One song we made was about staying in nature’s most elegant hotel. Ahhh...

We decided to paddle 70 miles all in one day. You may know that a conversation can get strange over the course of 12 hours, especially when it’s with someone you’ve known since you were 3 years old. It went from deep philosophizing to song-singing to intense arguments to more singing and then finally to jokes. But more memorable than the conversation was the silence. We did a lot of reflection. The repetition of the paddling motion becomes hypnotizing and kinda comforting in a way. It was easy to get swept up in the rhythm of your breathing, the sound of moving through the water, the miniature whirlpools left in the wake, and sharing it all without words.

We pulled our canoes up on shore and found a painted turtle laying her eggs in the sand. Stretched above her in the sky was a bright rainbow. The scene was so unbelievable. She laid 15 eggs (that we witnessed) and covered the eggs with sand. Then we watched her slide back into the river.

Before we knew it, there was St. Louis and her Gateway Arch to the West. Even though seeing the city around the river bend was an absolutely euphoric moment that signaled quite an accomplishment, there was something else. A tugging sensation that made us want to keep paddling. What’s the next city? What’s the river like further down? Is there any reason why we can’t just keep going? With all journeys like this, you realize that getting there isn’t the point. Maybe someday we’ll take another trip, and not because we want to get somewhere. The destination isn’t the best part or even the reason for going, it’s just a place to stop. The river rolls on.